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T H E U N I T E D W O R L D

THE UNITED WORLD GOVERNMENT

This Web Site is dedicated to the concept of the United World government of the near future --- in the
early part of the 21st Century. Construction was begun on Christmas Eve, December 24th, 2000, and
will be in progress for sometime.

It is about time to create a United World in which all mankind is justly and fairly represented? Because it
has long been prophesied that in the 3rd millennium after the founding of Christianity that God would
provide a way so that mankind could at last come to live in the peace, abundance and freedom that
has been promised by religious prophets throughout the ages, and that God's benevolent government
would come into existence and manifest the long-promised God's Government on Earth for the benefit
of all the people.

******************************

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED WORLD

[By Gabriel Green from AFSCA Information Sheet No. 11 of July 4th, 1976.]

PREAMBLE

At least once in the course of human history, as mankind evolves spiritually through God's Grace and
Divine Intervention, there occurs an opportunity whereby individuals among mankind may move into
certain states of awareness which allow them to discover who they really are. Through this discovery
they may realize that they are created in the image and likeness of God, and that they are, in fact, sons
and daughters of God, called to be vital co-creative components of the Universe.

Recognizing themselves as possessing both human and divine attributes, they may discover the means
by which they can become capable of self-government, governing themselves from within by awareness
of Universal Laws, so that fewer laws need be imposed from without.

As a result of this evolution into higher levels of awareness, which has been enhanced at a greatly
accelerated pace during the latter half of the 20th century, a number of individuals have discovered that
the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand, and that it can now be manifested on Earth, through the actions of
those serving the Divine Plan for the evolution and salvation of our planet.

In the higher levels of awareness, it is recognized that in order to heal the heretofore existing conditions
of separateness, disunity and destruction in our lives, there is a need for greater giving of love,
compassion, tolerance, forgiveness, and service to others, to strengthen the bonds of unity, harmony,
and balance in our society.

It is daily becoming a more obvious fact to many, that mankind is one, that we are interdependent on
each other, and that all people are important individual parts of a greater whole --- the Universal



Brotherhood of All Mankind: that as one part helps another, it enhances the well-being of the whole and
all its parts. And, that in the proper giving and receiving of love through rendering service to others in
the Universal Economic System, that freedom from want, freedom from poverty, and freedom from
economic bondage will manifest for everyone.

It is herein acknowledged that a time of cosmic opportunity has now arisen, whereby all those who so
choose may now take cooperative action toward securing true world peace, justice, economic well-
being, equality of opportunity, and a greater measure of freedom for ourselves and for all future
generations, regardless of our race, creed, color, or place of origin.

With these goals and purposes in mind, we the people of the planet Earth, under the guidance and
protection of almighty God, do ordain and establish this Constitution of the United World.

THE BOND OF FREEDOM

[Inspired by the "Bill of Rights" of "The Constitution of the United States of America"]

Believing that preserving freedom is of chief importance in the pursuit of happiness, we the people, do
ordain and establish this Bond of Freedom (Mankind's Birthright), between the people and their
democratically elected representatives, towards the goals of establishing a new birth of freedom for all
mankind, and that government of the people, by the people, and for the people, shall not perish from
the Earth.

Article 1: Freedom of religion, speech, press, and to petition the government:

Article 2: Freedom to have privacy, and protection from unreasonable search and seizure:

Article 3: Freedom of communication:

Article 4: Freedom of Travel and peaceful public assembly:

Article 5: Freedom from taxation:

Article 6: Freedom from injustice, and cruel and inhumane punishment:

Article 7: Freedom to have a healthy environment of pure food, air, and water, and health care of one's
choice:

Article 8: Freedom to vote and to have a meaningful voice in government:

Article 9: Freedom to own private property and possessions:

Article 10: Freedom to be born healthy:

Article 11: Freedom to have economic security and abundance from application of the Universal
Economic System:

Article 12: Freedom to have any and all other positive freedoms and benefits, [which do not destroy or
infringe on the rights of others], which the people can achieve by cooperattive effort and/or service to
humanity, such as free food, clothing, housing, education, transportation, communication, insurance,
entertainment, and medical and dental care:

[ Note: Additional detailed information will be forthcoming soon to more specifically describe each of
these 12 articles, some of which may seem quite impossible to achieve at this time, without a more
comprehensive explanation of HOW to do it. ------- Gabriel. ]

**************************



THE KEY TO A WORKABLE WORLD GOVERNMENT

Now that rapid changes in consciousness are creating unprecedented changes, a worldwide outcry for
democratic rule, and an easing of tensions between the east and west superpowers, the potential for

even greater progress in international relations becomes more and more obvious.

If only there were a way that people and nations could be represented in a world body in a more fair
and equitable way that would create a truly representative government, promote a greater measure of
freedom for all, and manifest a true government of the people, by the people, and for the people on

planet Earth. There is!!!

WHY A WORKABLE WORLD GOVERNMENT IS NEEDED: To resolve international disputes fairly and
non-violently. Also, as the world daily becomes smaller and smaller in terms of transportation and

instantaneous worldwide communication through satellite TV, the universal needs of mankind can better
be met if they are considered as one family and as Planetary Citizens. For until there can be security

for all, there can be no real security for anyone.

THE UNITED WORLD: We will consider the specific structure of this proposed future world government
at another time, but for now we shall call our proposed government the United World, to distinguish it
from the many limitations of the United Nations and its one nation, one vote structure, although with
adoption of just a few progressive changes, the United Nations can become a vital part of the future

United world structure.

UNIVERSAL ECONOMICS: We will also consider at another time the unique nature of the Universal
Economics system that has been used so successfully for eons of time on all the 740,000 member

planets of the United Worlds Alliance, in addition to the Universal Confederation of Planets (Earth is in
its political jurisdiction), and also throughout the Cosmos. The need for this new (to Earth) economic

system is to allow for more equitable distribution to the Earth's people, of the abundance that our
technology, through automatonic industry, can now produce. It also provides a simple way to pay off
the national debts of all nations, and the private debts of all people, without anyone experiencing any
loss, and without any taxation! This will probably seem unbelievable to most people at first, but it is

nevertheless very true!

FAIR AND EQUITABLE REPRESETATION: It is becoming more and more apparent that mere national
sovereignty is not sufficient nor just grounds for commanding an equal voice (vote) in world affairs. For

a very small nation to have equal clout (vote power) with a large nation is obviously unjust and
unrealistic. One criticism of the U.N. has been of the inequity of the one nation, one vote concept. Also,

the main objection to World Government often expressed by western nations has been that with the
inequitable representation of one vote per nation, the former Soviet block nations would out-vote us (the
U.S.A.) and thus dominate the world. To alleviate this fear and opposition to greater organization and
cooperation of the world's nations and peoples, I propose that the following sytem of Multi-Aspected

Representation be applied to the United Nations decision making process.

MULTI-ASPECTED REPRESENTATION: To make national representation in the United Nations more
just and trutly representative of each member nation's contribution to the world's people, we suggest

that the following four factors be given equal weight in assigning a vote factor to each member nation:

1. SIZE BY AREA: Representation based upon relative size of the land area possessed by each nation.
If a nation controls 10 times as much land area as a smaller nation, it is only just that they expect a

larger voice in the conduct of world affairs than the smaller nation.

2. SIZE BY POPULATION: To be truly representative of all the peoples of the Earth, nations should
have a vote factor which takes into consideration its relative population size.

3. RELATIVE AFFLUENCE OF INDIVIDUALS (Average Income Per Person): Nations that have
achieved great material affluence naturally feel that those who have contributed the most to the world's



wealth should have a greater voice in its affairs.

4. NATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY (Gross National Product):
A nation's productivity reflects the use to which its resources of land and people are put as well as the

educational level of its people, and also the physical effort their people are making to enhance the
world's wealth and abaundance.

NOTE: Because of the importance of economic factors, two economic factors (affluence and
productivity), have been included in this Multi-Aspected Representation. But other factors could easily
be introduced in determining the vote factor, if thought to be significant. By this method of determining
relative vote factors, a very small nation would have one vote and a large nation perhaps as many as
100 votes. Thus, Western block nations with their high productivity and per capita income, would rank
fairly high in vote factors in comparison with the larger land area and populations of the former Soviet

block nations.

NOTE: Vote Factors may be revised yearly or periodically as statistics change.
******************************

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED WORLD

By Gabriel Green, October 23rd, 1986

The following outlines for The Consitution of the United World (a spiritually-oriented world government)
and the Universal Economics system are herewith presented to stimulate thought about these two
important subjects, and to solicite your comments, suggested changes and constructive criticisms.

This presentation is not intended to constitute a finished proposal, but merely to stimulate thinking
about types of social and political organization that can help to resolve the many problems presently

facing mankind. The two main essential ingredients (The Keys to the Kingdom) of this world government
proposal are The United World government structure to resolve international disputes non-violently, and

the Universal Economics system to equitably distribute the world's abundances to the people, and to
finance all worthy projects to enhance the quality of life for everyone.

HOW TO IMPLEMENT THE UNITED WORLD: The President of the United States would appoint a
committee (Council for a United World) to draw up a charter for the United World. The Council, after
initial research and consultation with individuals, business, industry, educators, spiritual leaders and

representitives of all goverments, would submit an initial proposal to all governments through the United
Nations, and invite reaction, proposed changes, etc. After instituting various changes based upon the

suggestions received, a revised proposal would be submitted to all governments for ratification.
Changes would continue to be made, publicized and discussed until a sufficient number of nations had

ratified the proposal, at which time the United World would come into existance.

WHO WOULD CONSTITUTE THE FIRST LEADERS OF THE UNITED WORLD?: Repressentatives of
the various nations, labor unions and educational institutions of the world will compose the three

legislative branches of the United World. It is felt that some of the most spiritually advanced people on
Earth will be amongst those chosen for the various high offices of the United World, and that among
these will be found the reimbodied souls of many of those who, in ages past, walked the shores of

Galilee with Jesus of Nazareth, The Christ of the Picean Age.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED WORLD: Chief Executive and servant of the people. Commander
in Chief of the United World Armed Services and United World Space Corps. Elected by popular vote of
the people. Term of Office: Elected for life, subject to a vote of confidence every four years, or by such

other period of time as determined by the Congress of Nations.

THE JUDICIARY: Composed of 11 Justices and 1 Chief Justice. They are all appointed by the
President for life, but can be removed at any time by the President. This helps to insure that the leaders

are responsive to the Will of the people. If they are not, they can be easily removed from office and
replaced with more responsive leaders. Public opinion poles will constantly be taken and furnished to



Legislators and other leaders as guides to the Will of the people. The Judiciary's function is to interpret
the law, similar to that of the Supreme Court of the United States. Decisions are determinded by
majority rule (each Justice has one vote, with any tie votes being decided by the Chief Justice.

THE PRESIDENT'S CABINET CONSISTS OF 24 SECRETARIES (ELDERS)See Rev.12:16 & (Reign
as Kings & Priests)Rev. 5:10: They are appointed by the President for life, or until removed and

replaced by him, which can be at any time, just as with the Judiciary. They administer the law of their
respective Departments. They may also recommend new legislation to be passed by the three

legislative branches, just as any of the seven main branches of government may propose new laws.
Each citizen may also participate in the making of new law (have a voice in government) by making
proposals and suggestions through the several branches of government representing their interests.

The goal is to restore power to the people.

The 24 Secretaries (Elders)

1. Space [Vice Predsident of The United World and Secretary of the United World Space Corps.
2. International Relations.

3. Economics.
4. Commerce.

5. Manufacturing.
6. Science and Technology.

7. Natural Resources.
8. Agriculture.

9. Safety and Quality.
10. Health and Medicine.

11. Food and Drug.
12. Armed Services.

13. Religion.
14. Ombudsman.

15. Postal Services.
16. Transportation and Travel.

17. Justice.
18. Law Enforcement.

19. Labor.
20. Housing (New Cities).

21. Education.
22. Communication.

23. Marriage and Family Relations.
24. Recreation and Arts.

CONGRESS OF NATIONS: This is the main legislative body of the world government. One
Ambassador represents each nation in this body. It functions in many ways similar to the present United
Nations. Multi-Aspected Representation is employed in determining the vote factor of each nation in the

decision-making process. [See "Fair and Equitable Representation" above.]

ASSEMBLY OF LABOR COMPENSATION: Determines all wages, rates of pay, and professional rates
and fees. Composed of one Assemblyman representing the special interests of each Labor Union or
professional association. Rates of pay are never lowered, only increased. Assemblymen debate the

merits of pay rates for their particular group, then vote. The new wage is the mathematical average of
all the votes cast. [Orignal concept derived from "The First World President" by Addison Brown, 1953.]

COMMISSION ON EDUCATION: One Commissioner General represents each country in this legislative
body that makes all laws effecting education. The vote factors of each countries' Commissioner General
is determined by the Multi-Aspected Representation proceedure. All students and teachers participate in

the election of the Commissioner General representative for their country.

SCHOOLS: Students make proposals and vote on them. They also decide the issues on which they will
vote. Each student receives one vote for each grade level he/she is attending, such as: First grade = 1
vote. 12th grade = 12 votes, college senior = 16 votes, etc. Questions such as "Should dress and hair

styles be universally uniform, or should there be local options, or should there be any dress code at



all?," may be voted on and decided. By this process, social responsibility is encouraged at an early age.
Each citizen learns early on by this type of participatory democracy that their voice (vote) in government

CAN make a meaningful difference.

Teachers may vote on issues also, and as a starting agreement, will receive one vote for each student
in their class per class hour of teaching, multiplied by the grade level they are teaching. Therefore, a
teacher of 20 students in the 2nd grade for 5 hours per day would have a vote factor of 20 X 2 X 5 =
2000. The higher one goes in the educational system, the more influence (impact) one can have on

society.

PEOPLE'S REPRESENTATIVES (PR'S) OR OMBUDSMAN: These people are Civil Servants. They are
the trouble shooters for the people. They channel complaints and suggestions to the appropriate

department of government for the quickest most efficient action. Offices are located in each community
to provide easy access by the people. They perform in a similar manner to U.S. Congressmen in

helping their constituents with their problems.

COUNCIL OF RELIGIONS: Delegates from each area of thinking concerned with the social relationship
of mankind (religions, philosophies, ideologies, etc.) will convene to determine their areas of mutual

agreement.

Each delegate to the Council would have a numerical value assigned to him for voting purposes which
represents percentage-wise the number of people in the world which he represents (who believe the

same as he does), so that the final vote may be expressed as the percentage of the world's population
who are in agreement on certain issues in which they believe.

After all areas of mutual agreement have been determined and publicized, delegates will debate the
areas of DISAGREEMENT in and effort to resolve differnences and to arrive at a mutual understanding.
[Original concept was derived from "The Area of Mutual Agreement" by Dr. Daniel W. Fry, President of

World Understanding, Inc., 1955.]

COURTS: Law is interpreted from an origianl body of laws based upon Universal Laws and Principles.
Emphasis is on Justice rather than the letter of the law based upon precedents which may not render
justice. Juries are obsolete and replaced by Judges under Civil Service. Judges determine the guilt or

innocence of the accussed and the extent of the fine or punishment. Psychics with proven accuracy are
employed as advisors to the court to aid in determining the truth. Judges may be held accoutable for

obviously unjust decisions.

THE SEVEN MAJOR NATIONS OF THE UNITED WORLD: With the application of the Universal
Economic System, it will soon become obvious that artificial boundaries have very little significance

except to identify where you live, and political subdivisions will gradually be oriented to the major land
masses of the world, as follows:

1. U.S.A., United States of America. [Canada, Centra America, Cuba, Iceland, Greenland, Mexico,
United States.]

2. R.S.N., Republic of South America.
3. C.E.N., Commonwealth of European Nations.

4. U.S.S.R., Union of Soviet States of Russia. [Or whatever exists at the time.]
5. C.A.N., Commonwealth of Australian Nations. [Australia, New Zealand.]

6. U.N.A., United Nations of Africa. [Africa, Afghanistan, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and Turkey.]
7. U.A.N., Union of Asian Nations. [China, India, Japan, Burma, Indonesia and the Philippines.]

ALTERNATIVE WAYS THAT THE UNITED WORLD CAN MANIFEST: Depending upon the
circumstances that develop in the future, there are several ways that God's government on Earth can

come into existance. These are only a few examples:
1. A resurgence of large scale UFO activity and contacts with public officials, culminating in the first

public UFO landing in Washington, D.C. at the invitation of our government, could bring into exitance a
new cabinet post [Secretary of Space] and later the United World Commission by presidential

appointment.
2. A rash of UFO sightings, contacts, and high altitude overflights of UFO formations, could in effect

provide extraterrestrial endorsement of a Space Age Presidential Candidate running on a United World



Platform. Suppport by the New Age Movement could generate enough media attention to educate the
public to the benefits of a United World and give the new president a mandate for appointing a United

World Commission.
3. If a nuclear confrontation should develop, the extraterrestrials would be forced to intervene to stop it

in order to save civilization, such as was forseen in a 1945 vision by the renowned psychic, Harold
Sherman, and documented in his book, "The Green Man and His Return." The first public spaceship

landing in Patomac Park near the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. (a la "The Day the Earth Stood
Still" movie of 1951), could result in the formation of the United World.

Please visit my other web sites:

1. Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America, #1.

http://flyingsaucers.friendpages.com

2. Amalgamated Flying Saucer Clubs of America, #2.

flyingsaucers11.friendpages.com

3. The United World: A Blueprint For Earth's Future Idealistic World Government.

http://unitedworld.friendpages.com

4. Universal Economics: The Economic System Used On Advanced Planets.

http://unec77.friendpages.com

5. Ancient Prophecies And Modern Revelations: Four of the Ancient Parchment Scrolls received from
the Space People in the early 1960's that refer to a future Hiawatha and the Tall Buddha of the West.

http://ancient.friendpages.com

6. The Cosmic Secret Beneath The Great Pyramid Of Gizeh: The Saturnian's Startling Surprise For
Reinhold Schmidt In The Secret Chamabers. This site also includes: Mother Shipton's Prophecy from

1449.

http://greatpyramid.friendpages.com

Web Site Updated: September 25, 2006

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS WEB PAGE PLEASE CONTACT - vivlight2000@yahoo.com

---The End---
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